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1. Introduction 
One of the most basic open questions in higher-dimensional knot theory is, “Is 
every link ufl, S” L, Snc2 concordant to a boundary link?’ (See [2], [9], [12]). For. 
links of 2-spheres in S4 (as in all even dimensions) this question is equivalent to 
asking whether every link is cobordant (concordant) to the trivial link ([8], [2], [4]). 
Very little progress has been made on this very fundamental question although some 
reductions to homotopy-theory have been made ([4], [7]). In fact, until recently 
([5]), the only known cobordism invariant for links L in S4 was /3(L), a Zz-invariant 
due to N. Sato and (independently) J. Levine [16]. The non-vanishing of this invariant 
would imply a negative answer to the above questions. On the other hand, if all 
links were cobordant to the unlink, then it would be satisfying to at least be able 
to prove that /3(L) always vanished. This paper makes progress toward that goal. 
We conduct a detailed investigation of p(L), the Sato-Levine invariant of a 
2-component link L = {L,, L2} in S4. Our main result (Th. 5.3) implies the striking 
conclusion that/3(L) uanishes ifone component ofL is unknotted. This is accomplished 
by relating p(L) to several ‘Arf invariants’. We are also able to show that /I(L) 
vanishes if L is semi-jbered (L, is fibered and L2 misses some fiber) or if the 
deficiency of the group of L is 2. Furthermore, we have the following (compare [4] 
Th. 3.6, [7]): 
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Theorem 4.4. If L is a link in S” and G is its group, then p(L) will vanish if there is 
a homomorphism 4 : G + P such that: 
i) 4 induces an isomorphism on H,(-; Z) 
ii) H2( P; H,) = H3( P; h2) = 0 
iii) H4( P)OH2 3 0 
This is a generalization of the theorem that a boundary link is null-cobordant ([S], 
[2], [4]), since being a boundary link is known to be equivalent to the existence of 
a certain epimorphism 4 : G + F,, the free group on the number of components of 
L ([2], [8]). We see that p(L) vanishes if G can be mapped (preserving H,) to a 
group whose low-dimensional Hz homology is that of F,. 
2. Notations and definitions 
A link in S4 will mean a smooth, oriented submanifold L of S4 where f. = L, u L2 
is the ordered disjoint union of 2-spheres. Two links L and L’ are said to be cobordant 
if there exists a smooth, oriented submanifold W = W, u W, of S4 x I which is 
diffeomorphic to L x I and which meets the boundary transversely in 8 W such that 
Wi CT (S4 X(0)) = Li and Wi CT (S4 X{ 1)) = Li for i = 1,2. A link is slice if the com- 
ponents bound disjoint, properly (smoothly) embedded 3-balls in B’. Clearly a link 
is slice if and only if it is null-cobordunt, that is, cobordant to the trivial link. A 
boundary link is one whose components bound disjoint Seifert manifolds in S’. The 
link group is r,(S4 - JV( L)), where #(A) will denote an open regular neighborhood 
of A in an ambient manifold. Often S4-Jlr( L) will be abbreviated as SJ- L. The 
unique, compact, spin 4-manifold obtained by framed surgery on the components 
of L will be designated (X, a) where u is a spin-structure on X [13]. Note that X 
has index 0, has the homology of #,(S’ x S3) and has fundamental group isomorphic 
to the link group G, The reader should note that if A is a submanifold of B, then 
a spin-structure on B together with a particular trivialization of the normal bundle 
to A in B will induce a (unique) spin-structure on A [14]. 
We will make use of the spin-bordism groups over a space (see [6], [3]). The 
group O”,pi”( K) is the set of triples (X, a, f) where X is a closed, oriented n-manifold, 
u is a spin-structure on X and f: X -* K is a continuous map; modulo an equivalence 
relationship -. We say that (X, a,f> - (Y, (T’, g) if there is a compact, spin (n + 
l)-manifold ( W, (T,) and map F : W+ K such that a( W, u,,, F) = 
(X, u,f) D (- Y, u’, g). Disjoint union makes this set an abelian group. 
3. The invariant of Sato and Levine 
We shall define the Sato-Levine invariant p(L), an invariant of the cobordism 
class of a 2-component link L = {L,, L.,} in S4. This vanishes if L is cobordant to a 
boundary link [16]. 
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Choose compatibly oriented Seifert-manifolds V, i = 1,2 for the ti in S4 such that 
V, n L, = 0 if i fj and such that V, meets V2 transversely. Choose normal one-frames 
t7i for the Vti Call these { Vi} special Seifert manifolds. Then V, n V, is a closed surface 
F which can be oriented according to a convention which we shall leave imprecise. 
A framing of the normal bundle of F in SJ may be described via the i& Then 
(F, fir, Q is a ‘framed surface’ in S4 and hence represents an element of 7r4( S2) by 
the Thorn-Pontryagin construction. 
Definition ([16]). The Sato-Levine invariant /3(L) is the class of (F, ai, B2) in 
V4( S2) = h2. 
p(L) can be shown to be independent of the choice of special Seifert manifolds, 
of the cobordism class of L, of the ordering and the orientation of the components 
of L. 
Note that is is always possible to choose special normal one-frames fii : x X I + 
K( V,), i = 1,2 which are coherent in the sense that, as regards the induced trivializa- 
tions of X( Vi), a cross-section of one contains any fiber (of the other) which intersects 
it. It will often be convenient o speak of the induced trivialization fir x B2: F x I x Z --, 
.ni-( F) given by t7, x fi,(f, s, t) = (27,( O,(f, r), s) where fi2(J; r) is thought of as a point 
of V,. Furthermore, we shall require the following elementary technical lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. A choice of special Seijert manifolds {V,, V,} and one-$elds {a,, &} 
induces a smooth special map g : S4 - X(L) + S’ x S’ such rhat: (view S’ as I/ 1 - - 1) 
i) ri 0 g( S4 - X( L) - X( Vi)) = 1 E Z Where ‘ids is projection. 
ii) for each z E Vi and r E Z rhe composite 
isgivenby(z,r)+rfori=1,2. 
Furrhermore, as consequences of the above: 
iii) (0,O) is a regular value for g 
iv) the composire 
FxZxZ 
BIXD* 
-N(F)- g S’XS’ 
is given by (f, s, t) -* (s, t) 
v) the composire 
V,xZ~-K(V,)8- s’XS’9- S’ i#j 
does nor depend on the Z-factor. 
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4. Another cobordism invariant 
We now define another cobordism invariant c(L), and show that it is the same 
as p(L). Since c(L) is defined in a more global fashion, it allows for more general 
conclusions. First form (X, a) as defined in Section 2, and let h : T,(X) = G -* h x B 
be the Hurewicz homomorphism. This induces a homotopy class of maps 
[g]:X-+ S’XS’. 
Definition. c(L) is the class of (X, u, g) in f?zPin(S’ x S’) = Bz. 
Here the ‘bar’ means that we have divided out by f2zpi”. Any g which induces an 
isomorphism on H, will yield the same c(L). 
Proposition 4.1. c(t) is a cobordism invariant. 
Proof. If L is cobordant to L’ then (X, o) is spin-homology-cobordant to (X’, v’). 
If C is the cobordism, then the respective Hurewicz homomorphisms factor through 
H: r,(C) --* Z xZ. Clearly (X, a,j) - (X’, (~‘,j’) in fl~Pi”(K(rr,(C), I)) where j, j’ 
are induced by inclusions. Thus, aforfiori, (X, a, fi 0 j) - (X’, u’, fi 0 j’) in fispi”( S’ X 
S’) where A: K(T,( C), 1) 3 S’ x S’ is induced by H, and this implies the desired 
result. 0 
Note. Although we have spoken only of 2-component links, clearly any 2-component 
sub-link would do. The invariant c(L) applies as well to links in #k(S2 Xs*) as 
defined in [4]. 
Since ‘framings’ are a traditional source of errors for topologists, we feel obliged 
to carefully prove that c(L) =p(L) (below). However, if the reader is impatient, 
the following ‘philosophy’ should suffice. It is not difficult to see that, given L and 
the induced g : (X, U) + S’ x S’, the sole obstruction to (X, m, g) being the ‘bound- 
ary’ of (A5, qf) for some spin A’, is an Arf invariant. Namely, look at the surface 
F = g-'((0, 0)) with the trivialization p of its normal bundle induced by that of 
(0,O) in S’ x S’. The ambient u on X ‘minus’ p yields a unique spin structure on 
F [14]. A spin structure on a surface is (by definition) a trivialization of the 
stable-tangent bundle of F, which yields an element of 0:‘~ ~T~+~(S”) = Z2. On the 
other hand, p(L) = [( F, 3,, s)]~ v4(S2) and the map C: r4(S2) - 77”+*(Sn) is the 
map which forgets about the embedded surface and retains the stable-framing of 
T(F) induced by the embedding, 6, and &. We claim that the above Arf invariant 
is the same as that obtained from the stabilized p(L). Thus, once given the difficult 
result that C is an isomorphism, we claim that the theorem below is somewhat of 
a tautology. 
Theorem 4.2. Let L = {L,, L,} be a link in S4. Then c(L) = p(L). 
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Y is zero, it follows that (X, a, g) - ( Y, ~‘,f) - 0 in f2zp’“( S’ x S’) and hence that 
c(L)=O. 
(ii) c(L) = O*p( L) = 0. 
As before, we can assume that we have specia1 data (V,, V2, B,, El, g). Since 
c(L) = 0, (X, 0; g) = a( A, v, G) for some spin 5-manifold and map G : A - S’ x S’. 
We can assume that G is smooth and that (0,O) is a regular value, so G-‘(0,O) = W 
is a properly embedded 3-manifold whose boundary is g-'(0, 0) = E Furthermore, 
there is a diffeomorphism dr x &: W x 1 x 1 - N( W) such that G 0 ( @;t x &) sends 
(q s, t) to (s, t). In other words, the framing ( W, 9,, &) extends (F, D,, I&). Forget- 
ting the maps G and g, perform spin-surgery on A-,$‘( W) to assume that A is 
I-connected. Now add the two 2-handles to rlA= X which will yield S4 as the 
boundary of a new l-connected, spin 5manifold (still called A). This does not 
affect Fw S”- N( L) L, X. Then, since A is spin, it will be stably-parallelizable as 
can be seen by observing that the obstruction groups H”(A, X; sr,_,(S0(6))) vanish 
for n 2 3 (p. 128 of [ls]). The desired result now follows immediately from: 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose (F, tS,, &) is a framed surface in S4 = aAS where A5 is stably- 
paralleli~able. if (F, I?,, &) = a( W, iii,, w2) where the latter is a framed subman~ofd of 
A5, then [f F, v”,, i&)] is zero in TV. 
Proof. Embed (A, S4, F, iTI, &) in (ZY’*‘, S”) for n large, with S’-, S” standard. 
Since A is stably-parallelizable and rr,fSO(n -4)) ~0 for n 2 10 fp. 128 of [ 18]), it 
follows that (F, v’,, i&) has zero image in ;;,(Y2) under the iterated suspension 
map. Since this map has been found to be an isomorphism, we are done (pp. 328-329 
of [lo], pp. 489, 45x of [17]). El 
The identification of p( L) with c(L) allows us to show that it vanishes using only 
information about the Link group. It is not know whether the link group determines 
the cobordism class of a higher-dimensional link in even dimensions. Nonetheless, 
for links whose groups are understood algebraically, we can show that c(L) vanishes 
using the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. Let L be a link with group G. Suppose that there is a homomorphism 
4:G-, Psuch that 
i) # induces an ~somorphjsm on H,( ; H) 
ii) H2(P;h2)=H3(P;Z2)=0 
iii) H4(P)OHz=0, 
then p(L)=O. (H,(P)= H.+(K(P, 1))). 
Proof. p(L) is the image of (X, 0; g) in R, -spin(S’ x S’). By hypothesis i), g factors 
through 4” : X --+ K(P, I) as g = h 0 4” for some h, and so c(L) factors through 
fi~pi”(K( P, 1)). These bordism groups may be analyzed by the Atiyah-Hi~ebruch 
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spectral sequence (see [6], [3]): 
Using the low-dimensional calculations of f2zPi” in [ 151, we see that flzp’“( K( P, 1)) 
is a subgroup of H4( P; H). By property iii), the subgroup generated by (X, a, 4”) 
is a finite group of odd order in fi2pin (K( P, 1)) and thus maps trivially onto any 
2-group. Hence c(L) vanishes, implying the theorem. 0 
Corollary 4.5. Suppose L is a 2-component link with group G. If the dejiciency of G 
is 2, then /3(L) vanishes. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 4.4. to P = G/N where N = n G” is the intersection of the 
transfinite derived series of G. Theorem A of [19] insures that H,(P; Z) is trivial 
and that P is of cohomological dimension less than or equal to 2. Cl 
5. Another perspective and the main result 
In this section, we relate /3(L) to an invariant associated to a Seifert manifold 
for one of the components of L. This is then used to show that /3(L) vanishes if 
one component of L is fibered with rational homology ball as fiber (including the 
case where one component is unknotted). This result is the best evidence to date for 
the uniform vanishing of p(L), since, intuitively, the cobordism class of a non-slice 
link ought to depend on much more than each component separately (as is true in 
the classical dimension). We also show that p(L) vanishes if L is semi-jbered where 
this means that L, is a fibered knot and L2 is disjoint from some fiber. 
Recall that p(L) depends on V, and how it intersects V,. These intersections are 
‘forced’ when H,( V,) links Lz. The intuitive idea of the following theorem is that 
other types of intersections do not matter. Thus, we can disregard Vz and keep track 
of how H,( V,) links Lz. 
For the following, let L be a 2-component link in S4, {V,, 6,) be special data and 
oI be the unique spin structure induced on v, (the capped-off V,) by c on X. 
Theorem 5.1. Letf: v, -+ S’ be any map which on If, is given byf,(x) = Ik(x, L,) in 
S4. Then p(L)=0 ifand only if(v,,a,,f)-0 in O~pi”(S’). 
Proof. (+). Extend the chosen data to a full set {V,, Q, g} of special data and extend 
g to X. Let g, = ~~0 g taking v, - S’ x S’ - S’, so (g,)* is given by linking number 
with L2 (this follows from the definition of a special map). It follows that f is 
homotopic to g, so (v,, u,, g,) - 0 in Ospi”(S’). 
We shall now describe a cobordism of (X, a, g) to another triple in order to 
show~(L)=O.Suppose(v,,a,,g,)=@W~,v,G).Thenadd WxItoXxlalong 
v, XI-, X X{ 1) via the framing v’,. Clearly this is a spin cobordism. Furthermore, 
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we can define H: W x I - S’ x S’ by H( w’, t) = (t, G(w)) extending g. To check 
this, note H(v’,(u, t))= H(u, 1) =(r, G(c)) =(f, g,(u)) whereas g(v’,(o, 1)) = 
(t, sr2 0 g( v’,( u, t))); but as noted in u) of 3.1, this second coordinate is independent 
of r, hence equals rrz 0 g( v’,( u, 0)) = nTT2 0 g(c) = g,( u). Thus we have constructed a 
spin cobordism over S’ x S’ from (X, a, g) to a certain ( Y, (+‘, h). Note that h( Y) 
misses {0} x S’ so ( Y, u’, h) - ( Y, w’, h’) where h’ factors through S’. But @‘i”( S’) 
is trivial (see proof of 4.4) and consequently (X, U, g) - ( Y, u’, h’) - 0 in 6zpi”(S’ x 
S’). Then, by definition c(L) = 0 =/l(L). 
The other implication is proved analogously. 0 
Remark. We could also look at S’* RP3 and the image of ( v,,. a,,f) in R~Pi”(RP”). 
This has the advantage that it relates p(L) to a 2-fold cover of a spin 3-manifold. 
Theorem 5.1 implies that /3(L) = 0 whenever v, is a connected-sum of (S’ x S’)‘s 
and rational-homology spheres. 
The next lemma outlines a technique for constructing a special Seifert manifold 
V for L,, given an arbitrary Seifert manifold B for L, (which may hit LJ. Let B 
be the capped-off manifold. 
Lemma 5.2. If {L,, L2} is a link in S” where L, bounds the compact, orientable 
3-manifold B (in S4), then there is a Seifert manifold Vfor L, which misses L2 and 
has the properties: 
i) abstractly V is obtained from B by surgeries on a collection of disjoint embedded 
circles {y,, . . . , y”}, 
ii) these surgeries are ‘framed’ since any given one can be carried out ambiently 
in S4, and there are two choices for each ambient surgery yielding the same 
framed y, in B, 
iii) the meridians mi of the yi in B are precisely unbased meridians of L2 in S4. 
Proof. The manifold B-* S4- L, can be assumed to be in regular position with 
respect to L2. Let {y,, . . . , y”} be the singularity set consisting of a disjoint union 
of circles embedded in L2 and B. Consider B,, = B -Uy=, X( yi) and note that B, 
is disjoint from L2 and has boundary L, JJ (IJy=, (S’ x S’)i). We shall form a new 
submanifold of S4- L, - Lz, called B,, which has one fewer toral boundary com- 
ponents. In fact, we will describe an embedded D* x D2 in S4 - L, which intersects 
B,uX(y,) in eactly X(y,)=8D2~D2 and such that B,=B,u(D2x8D2) along 
a(x(y,)). Thus, this surgery will be ‘ambient’. We can proceed by induction to 
establish i) and ii) by checking that a subsequent D* xaD2 can be chosen to miss 
its predecessors. Property iii) will be clear from the construction. 
Note that y = y, bounds two discs on the 2-sphere L,. These are the two choices 
referred to in ii). Call one of these discs A. Referring to Diagram 3, let D, be a 
generic small 2-disc fiber of the normal bundle of L2 in S4. Choose E so that Y X 0, 
(the fibers over yw L2) is entirely in B and so that A x D, intersects B, only in the 
torus (y xaD,) n aBO. Then simply take A x D, for our embedded D’ x D* and set 
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Diagram 3 
B, = B,,u (A x aD,) along y xdo,. For subsequent (A X D,)‘s corresponding to 
subsequent Yi’S, choose E ever smaller SO that (A XaDe)i will miss (A XdD,)j for 
i#j. Cl 
We are finally ready for our main result. 
Theorem 5.3. Zf L = {L,, L,} is a link in S’ such that L, is jibered with a rational- 
homology ball B as fiber, then p(L) = 0. 
Proof. We shall construct a spin 3-manifold (M, 7) and a diffeomorphism 
p : (M, q) - ( v, o‘) where ( V, CT) is the Seifert manifold for L, constructed by Lemma 
5.2. We shall also produce a map g : M + S’ such that (g 0 p-l)* is given (on H,( V)) 
by linking with L,, and such that (M, 77, g) - 0 in Ospi”(S’). It would then follow 
that (v,c,gop-‘)-0, so p(L)=0 by Theorem 5.1. 
Think of v-, Xi where (Xi, a) is the result of framed surgery on L, in S,. Then 
2, the infinite-cyclic cover of X,, is diffeomorphic to B XR. Choose a particular 
fiber B in 2. If {x} are the circles of intersection of B with L, then { +i} will represent 
lifts of these in our chosen fi-, 2. Choose a finite set of lifts {S,, . . . , S,} of Lz so 
that the singularity set of these lifts and B w 2 is exactly {Ti}. The lifts of L2 will 
have trivial normal bundle so we can mimic the surgery construction of 5.2 on 
fiw X if we are careful in our choices of the discs Ai, which will now lie on the 
{S I,---, S,,,} instead of on L1. This is accomplished as follows. First choose a normal 
l-field on B and restrict it to the Ti. For any given S’, choose an ‘outermost’ TV and 
let A, be the disc on Sj ‘in the direction of the normal l-field’. If this disc contains 
others of the qi, then the discs for these are forced upon us by our choice of A, 
(they must be sub-discs). The resulting manifold M will separate fi x 58 and, because 
of the above convention, all of {S,, . . . , S,} will lie in one complementary com- 
ponent. This fact will be needed shortly. 
Let P : ?? - X, be the covering map and p : M - v its restriction. It is clear that 
p is a diffeomorphism since any given surgery can be carried out ambiently upstairs 
by the appropriate lift of the corresponding D’ x D2 downstairs. Furthermore, if 
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8 XR is given the spin structure p = P*(a), then the spin structure n induced on 
M as a submanifold of (B xR, p) is the same as p*(a) where ( v, a) is induced 
from (Xi, o). 
The meridians fii of the +, are carried under p onto the m, of the y* Recall that 
there is a function G: v+ S’ which sends each [mi] to a generator of H,(S’); 
namely, let G be the restriction of rr2 0 h where h is any special map for {v, V,, Ci}. 
This implies that the [ml] are primitive in H,(P) and that the [&I are primitive in 
H,(M). Since B is a rational homology sphere, it follows that the {[m,]} generate 
the free part of H,(M). Thus, to create the function g as described in the first 
paragraph of this proof, it suffices to find g: M ---, S’ such that g,([mJ) = [l] for 
each i, and (M, 7, g) - 0 in flspi”( S’). 
Choose t large enough so that all of the {S,, . . . , S,,,} are contained in B x[-t, t]. 
Since H,(B x[-1, t]) ~0, the link of 2-spheres {S,, . . . , S,} bounds a connected 
Seifert manifold in fi x[-t, t]; hence there is a map q : B x[-t, t]-A‘(S,) - * * . - 
N(S,,,) - S’ which sends each [$I to [I]. Note that q restricted to t? x{*.t} is 
null-homotopic so (B, p) is the spin boundary of a closed, spin 4-manifold C in 
such a way that q extends trivially. Cap off f? x[--1, t] with C-, and C, to get a 
closed, spin 4-manifold Y. Recall M separates Y, and one complementary com- 
ponent called, say W, will contain none of {S,, . . . , S,,,}. Thus q is defined on all 
of W, a spin 4-manifold whose spin boundary is [M, 7, g] where g is restriction of 
q. This was what was desired. Cl 
Remarks. I suspect that the proof should be able to be modified to prove that /3(L) 
vanishes if the lifts of L, to T? are null-homologous but I have been unable to do so. 
It should be stressed that Theorem 5.3 applies to fibered knots where L2 perhaps 
hits the fibers, but where the fiber is simple. Out final result shows that if L, is 
fibered and L2 misses some fiber, then p(L) = 0 no matter what the fiber. The idea 
is contained in Diagram 4. If M is a fiber missed by L2 then {M, V,} is special and 
Diagram 4 
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M n Vz = F is a submanifold of M. Because L, is fibered, and because L2 is a 
sphere, we show that [F] E H,(M) is a spherical class and hence morally (and in 
fact) cannot carry a non-trivial element of 7r?T,+2(Sn) = flSpin. 
Theorem 5.4. Zj L is semi-fibered (see above) then p(L) = 0. 
Proof. Let (b be the glueing map for the surgered manifold X, = S’ X+ fi. Refer to 
Diagram 4. If F separates V, then p(L) clearly vanishes, so suppose F does not 
separate and consider [F] E H2( &?). The exactness of diagram below is a well-known 
consequence of Mayer-Vietoris constructions and the Hopf sequence [lo]. 





- H,(n;lxl) - HAX,) 
P P 
Since L, is a knot, both H2(X,) and H2(r,(X,)) are trivial. It is an easy exercise 
in the sphere theorem that HJr,(M)) is a free abelian group whenever M is a 
closed, orientable 3-manifold. It follows that H is an isomorphism. As can be seen 
from Diagram 4, &([F]) -id,([F]) = [L,] in Hz(A? x I). Since [LJ is spherical, 
H 0 p ([F]) = 0, implying that [F] is spherical as well. 
For some M’, A? = #,(S’ x S*) # &?’ where 5r2( I\;i’) + H2( A?‘) is zero. Inside M x 
I-* S4 X I the submanifold Fc* M x (0) can be borded to the disjoint union of 
F,,-, #,(S’ x S*) and F, L* M’. Then F, must separate and bound so we can ignore 
it,while(#,(S’xS*),o,f)-OinO;pin(S’)f or any1 u (since it bounds #r(S’ x B3)). 
By Theorem 5.1, we are done. Cl 
6. Closing remarks and questions 
It seems clear that p(L) ought to vanish for a link of 2-spheres in S4, but if it is 
so clear, why can no one prove it? Perhaps we are naive in thinking that the classes 
of links presented in this paper are representative. In any case, techniques are 
desperately needed for constructing richer (yet understandable) links in high 
dimensions on which our conjectures might be tested. What of the following? 
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1) Is every {L,, &} in S4 cobordant to a link with one component fibered? 
unknotted? 
2) Can eve?y higher-dimensional link group be mapped (preserving Z-Z,) to a 
group of deficiency equal to its abelian rank (the number of link components)? 
3) Same question as above but ask for the target group to have the integral 
homology of a free group? 
Recently, we have discovered an infinite number of new cobordism invariants 
p’(L) i=l,2,... obstructing cobordism to a boundary link [5]. Although these are 
copies of p(L) embedded more deeply in the link geometry, they are independent 
of p( L) and many of the above proofs do not a priori apply to the P’(L). They are 
also less dependent on the fact that {Li} are spheres, which fact seems to be crucial 
in the proofs of this paper. These invariants should be considered, if for no other 
reason than: 
Theorem ([5]). If there is a fink L in any dimension with p(L) # 0 then there is a 
non-slice link L’ with p( L’) = 0 but detected by the pi. 
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